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FORWARD
Dear Tenants

We are pleased to present the 2020/21 North Warwickshire Borough Council Tenant

Partnership Agreement. It has been reviewed and agreed by all partners and demonstrates

our continued commitment to working more closely together.

The ultimate aim of the Agreement is to give you a greater say in the way housing services

are delivered through a range of opportunities for involvement. The agreement outlines how

you can become more involved and we hope that more tenants will take up this invitation to

influence the housing services delivered by the Council.

The key achievements made during 2019/20 were:
➢ Reviewing the Regulatory Standards and the Council’s Service Standards

➢ Reviewing the Anti-Social Behaviour policy and procedures

➢ Looking over the Tenant Participation budget updates and quarterly

performance data and making suggestions for improvement

➢ Reviewing and monitoring the Tenant Partnership Agreement and Forward

Work Plan

➢ Contributing to the Tenants Link Newsletter and promoting the work of the

Forum

➢ Reviewing the Asset Management Plan for Council Housing

➢ Assisting to judge winning entries for the Annual Garden competition

➢ Representing the Borough Wide Tenants Forum at Tenant Participation

Advisory Service (TPAS) conference events and other membership events –

understanding, learning and sharing ideas with tenants from other areas

➢ Organising the Borough Wide Tenants Forum Annual General Meeting (AGM) –

Warwickshire Fire and Rescue Service gave a useful presentation about fire

safety in the home at the 2019 AGM

We would like to thank all partners for their assistance in making these achievements. We

would encourage all our tenants to get more involved in a way that suits them. This could be

by completing satisfaction surveys, getting involved in local community groups or joining in

our neighbourhood visits.

Councillor

David Wright

Leader of the

Council

Angela Coates

Director of

Housing

Roger Price

Chair of the

Borough Wide

Tenants Forum

John Holt

Vice Chair of the

Borough Wide

Tenants Forum
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The North Warwickshire Tenant Partnership Agreement (from here referred to as the

Agreement), sets out how Council tenants can participate in housing issues that

affect them. It outlines how tenants and the Council will work together in a spirit of

equal partnership, co-operation and mutual respect to enable tenants to influence

decisions about their homes and the services they receive.

The Agreement sets out how tenants can participate by offering a range of ways for

tenants to:

➢ Get more involved in decision making

➢ Tell us about their priorities

➢ Give feedback and tell us where services need improving as well as letting us

know when we get things right

➢ Influence decisions about their homes and the services they receive

➢ Scrutinise the housing service

The Agreement is a continuously evolving document that will change with time and

work undertaken within the Housing Services Division. The Social Housing Green

paper – A new deal for Social Housing sets out five principles for ‘a new, fairer deal

for housing residents’ which includes empowering tenants to ensure their voices are

heard so that landlords are held to account.  This Agreement sets out how the

Council will work with its tenants in order to meet this requirement.

About us

During 2019/20, 23 properties were sold under the right to buy scheme and 62 new

homes were developed for Social Housing. The Housing Service Division is

responsible for managing 2,655 homes in North Warwickshire. This includes

delivering services such as:

➢ Responsive repairs

➢ Planned improvements

➢ Letting properties

➢ Rent Collection

➢ Neighbourhood Services

➢ Tenant Participation

Housing Services is driven by the need to deliver effective customer service and is

committed to service improvement. We are committed to working in partnership with

the Borough Wide Tenants Forum to achieve our aims and objectives.
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Our Vision

“To give every tenant the opportunity to have a say about how and

what services are provided for them in a way that suits them and to

use their feedback to make improvements”

Shared Principles

The Agreement is based on the following that the partners will:

➢ Commit to meaningful tenant involvement and see it as a fundamental part of

the Housing Strategy.

➢ Support and encourage tenant involvement at a level and pace decided by the

tenants of the Borough.

➢ Empower tenants so that they take an active role in the management of their

homes and communities at a level they are happy with.

➢ Provide and increase varied types and levels of involvement, giving more

opportunity for all groups and sections of the community to be involved in the

decision-making process.

➢ Ensure that all tenants have equal and fair access to participate.

➢ Recognise that changes will occur that affect the Agreement and that the

Agreement will be regularly reviewed.

➢ Agree that changes will not be made to this Agreement without the agreement

of each partner.

➢ Value diversity and inclusiveness and be committed to ensuring that all

tenants have the opportunity to influence policies, strategies and the delivery

of a customer focussed housing service.

➢ Be open and honest and work together to deliver change and improvement.

Equal Opportunities

“North Warwickshire Borough Council will not discriminate on the grounds of

nationality, political opinion, race, religious opinion, age, sex, sexuality or

disability”

This Agreement is intended to encourage ways that all groups within our community

can be involved. It is intended to work with partners and other external bodies to

improve the current involvement levels from hard to reach and

under-represented groups within our community.
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Each partner has a role in ensuring the success of the Agreement

Tenants

Individual tenants have a key part to play in the success of the Agreement. Tenants

will contribute to the success of the Agreement by:

➢ Reading information provided by the Council about housing services and

opportunities for involvement – for example, in newsletters, personal letters,

on the Council’s website www.northwarks.gov.uk and on community notice

boards.

➢ Deciding how they want to get involved – being positive in responding to

surveys and questionnaires, giving views in consultation exercises, attending

local groups, Community Panels and focus groups.

➢ Reading the Tenants’ Handbook and making use of the information contained

in it to help resolve problems arising in their neighbourhood or in their homes.

➢ Being a good neighbour – taking a positive approach to the community where

they live and abiding by their Tenancy Conditions.

➢ Co-operating with and respecting the Council’s staff and contractors.

➢ Ensuring any group’s terms of reference and standing orders are adhered to.

➢ Community Panel members should ensure that they are familiar with the

Community Panel bidding process. They should consult and seek agreement

from members of their panel regarding any bids for improvement money from

the Council. Requests for any neighbourhood improvements should reflect the

views of those tenants living locally.

In addition, every tenant has the right to:

➢ Access relevant papers or background information (excluding those of a

confidential nature) in order to make an informed decision on services

provided for them.

➢ Be involved in decision making processes concerning Housing Services,

working in partnership with the Council.

➢ Have their views recorded to reflect a true, accurate measure of their needs

and to ensure there are no misunderstandings.

➢ Establish a local Tenants Group.

➢ Co-operation and respect from council staff and contractors.

http://www.northwarks.gov.uk/
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Councillors

Councillors are elected by local people to be responsible and accountable for policy

and strategic decisions and ensuring legal requirements are met. Councillors will

(either individually or through Council systems):

➢ Consult, communicate and address the needs of tenants when policies are

amended and developed.

➢ Be honest, listen and be non-judgemental when approached by tenants for a

change of housing strategy or policy.

➢ Provide feedback and information regarding any issue.

➢ Be supportive, strengthening links with tenants to promote close

understanding of local community issues and the implementation of the

Agreement.

➢ Support staff in their work to broaden involvement opportunities and customer

focussed housing services.

Council staff

Staff will work at every level ensuring the success of the Agreement by:

➢ Adopting a customer focus in the delivery of all aspects of the housing

service.

➢ Constructively responding to tenants’ needs, views and priorities when they

develop and review housing policies and services.

➢ Allowing adequate time to consult tenants when developing or reviewing

housing services and policies.

➢ Providing easy to understand, attractive and accurate newsletters,

performance information and consultation materials to help tenants get

involved in monitoring and developing services.

➢ Listening to and respecting the views of tenants and other service users.

➢ Learning and adapting services based on feedback from tenants and other

service users – through meetings, compliments and complaints and customer

satisfaction surveys.

➢ Giving feedback to tenants on what has happened as a result of their views

being taken into account.

➢ Working in a flexible way to meet the needs of tenants, arranging meetings

and events at times and in places to suit tenants.

➢ Arranging training events between tenants and the Council to build skills and

a shared understanding of effective tenant involvement.
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The Borough Wide Tenants Forum

The Borough Wide Tenants Forum is our borough wide tenant representative group.

They are tenants who come from all areas of the Borough and want to be involved in

the decision-making process and improving services to all tenants. The members

may also be involved in Community Panels in their local areas.

They will:

➢ Review and monitor the Agreement and action plan.

➢ Participate in the formation of new policies and service standards

➢ Monitor and oversee tenant scrutiny activities.

➢ Participate in service and maintenance contract reviews.

➢ Participate in tenant inspection programmes.

➢ Monitor the Tenant Participation Budget.
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There is a wide range of options available to tenants who wish to get involved in the

Housing Service. The involvement options set out below are designed to ensure that

all tenants have the opportunity to get involved at a level they choose. All tenants

can have their say in a way that they are comfortable with and what fits their lifestyle.

You may choose to get involved through just one involvement option or in an area

that is of particular interest to you or you may decide to get involved through several

options and in several areas. The decision is yours.

All of the options will need some commitment. This ranges from half an hour on an

occasional basis, through to several hours a month. To help tenants decide which

options might suit them, we have graded them and explained the amount of time

commitment required. This has been graded by using a star indicator for low to high

involvement.

Grading our options for involvement

Low (occasional) – this can just be a one-off commitment, attending a

focus group, reading information or coming along to a tenant meeting to

discuss neighbourhood issues

Low (regular) – agreeing to give a little of your time occasionally. For

example, by suggesting and submitting articles to contribute to the Tenants

Newsletter, attending an editorial group or completing our customer feedback

surveys.

Medium Level – for example, becoming a member of a local

Community Panel Group, which meet four times each year.

High Level – for example, becoming a member of the Borough

Wide Tenants Forum which meets monthly and has an important role in

guiding policy, strategy and service development.

If you would like to get involved in any of the activities, please get in touch (see

contacts on page 21). Information will be accessible and freely available. Important

documents will be provided for all tenants and will be available on our website

www.northwarks.gov.uk Key issues will be highlighted in local newspapers, “North

Talk”, and “Tenants Link”. Information is available in alternative formats e.g. in large

print, on audiotape, in another language or through face to face discussion – please

just ask.

http://www.northwarks.gov.uk/
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Letters, Leaflets and Questionnaires

The Council’s Housing Division will write to you throughout the year for a variety of

reasons. Some will be confirming repairs you have reported or informing you about

your rent account and changes in rent. Others may be informing you of new services

and some may be inviting you to special events and meetings. Housing Services

may also write to you asking for your views and comments on issues.

Very little time is needed from you, but very important information can be

given in this way. Some letters you receive are purely to keep you up-to-date

and inform you. Others may require a response and we will provide Freepost

envelopes.

Leaseholder Questionnaire

If you are a leaseholder then you are invited to complete an annual questionnaire,

which will give leaseholders the opportunity to raise issues.

An opportunity to highlight leaseholder issues with no fixed commitment. We

will provide Freepost envelopes.

Focus Groups

These are small gatherings of between six and twelve residents and are usually one-

off sessions designed to gather information on one or more issues. Meetings usually

last between one and two hours and refreshments are provided. Focus Groups form

a key part of service improvements and external inspections, which look at improving

specific aspects of the housing service.

This is suitable for tenants who want to share their views without giving a

regular commitment.

Informal Local Meetings

Where Community Panels do not exist, local tenant meetings will be held at least

once a year to keep tenants informed about the service.

This is a good opportunity for tenants to discuss issues that affect them and

their neighbourhoods generally, without a regular commitment.
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Planned Maintenance and Improvement

The Housing Division will arrange consultation events for all future improvement

works that are undertaken to tenants and leaseholders homes. Events will be

organised in partnership with the contractor to talk to tenants and leaseholders more

directly about future works.

Mystery Shopping

Is a method of testing the quality of the services. An individual (for example, an

existing customer or an independent person) will ask for information or test out the

process of reporting a repair. They may also visit a neighbourhood to examine

caretaking standards to see how well services are being delivered.

Talking Tenants

A customer panel enables tenants to have a say by taking part in our surveys and

through consultation. Members of the panel can take part in either postal, e-mail or

telephone surveys in order to help us review our services, plan new projects and

raise issues.

New members are welcome and should contact the Neighbourhoods & Tenant

Involvement Officer on

01827 719402 or email: julierichardson@northwarks.gov.uk

This requires very low commitment but is an excellent

opportunity for tenants to discuss any questions about the works

or clarify any issues they may have with either Housing staff or

the contractor.

This is an easy way to get involved in testing the quality of

housing services and contribute to service improvements

with minimum time commitment. Training will be provided.

This is an easy way to get involved and lets you

make an important contribution without leaving

home. You will be invited to take part several times

a year. This is a good opportunity to guide the

Housing Service in the right direction.
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Tenant Led Community Panels

This is an opportunity to meet with other local residents your Neighbourhoods &

Tenant Involvement Officer and other key staff. Local neighbourhood issues will be

discussed and you will be able to work together to plan service improvements and

community activities. You will receive news and performance information from the

Council. Other statutory and voluntary organisations will be encouraged to send

representatives to discuss issues of local interest. The Panel meetings are led by

tenants and have a constitution. All local residents will be invited to attend and we

will promote the meetings by letters, posters and flyers.

Tenant Liaison Representatives

An opportunity for individual tenants to take on a liaison role during an improvement

works contract – acting as a representative to voice any concerns tenants may have

and maintaining contact with the contractors and council officers

.
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Borough Wide Tenants Forum

Task and Finish Groups

Task and finish groups will be used for one off pieces of work about a particular

aspect of the service. This may involve a specific task that needs completing and

has a beginning and an end. Once the task or tasks have been completed the group

will not need to meet again unless there are further tasks identified. The group will

meet when needed and will report back and provide updates to the Borough Wide

Tenants Forum. Any tenant is able to attend a task and finish group as well as

nominated members of the Borough Wide Tenants Forum.

Tenant Scrutiny Panel

The Tenant Scrutiny Panel is a tenant led group that scrutinises different aspects of

the housing service. It is an independent group that decides projects based on

performance and customer feedback information. It reports its findings and

recommendations to the Senior Housing Management Team.

The Forum is an independent body that acts as one voice to represent all tenants’ views

to North Warwickshire Borough Council and the Housing Service. The Forum meets

monthly and provides support to its members who represent the local areas. The Council

is committed to listening and responding to the views of the Forum and provides financial

and practical support to the group. Local Councillors will be invited to attend the Forum

to discuss partnership working and the services provided by the Housing Division.

Individual members of the Forum with an interest in a particular aspect of the Housing

Service act as ‘Tenant Champions’. This will mean taking an active role in the Task and

Finish Groups to review policy or develop service improvement plans, or by supporting

staff in running a focus group.

Regular commitment is required to attend meetings,

take part in discussions, reading and commenting on

documents, share information with Community Panels,

Local Tenant Groups and to local people.

Performance and Customer Service

This group provides close scrutiny about the performance of the

housing management and maintenance services. They look at specific

performance targets, satisfaction levels and the cost of services.

http://www.google.co.uk/imgres?imgurl=http://www.anitaparker.co.uk/images/performance2.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.anitaparker.co.uk/performancemanagement.html&usg=__g3hJW1s6v757Q43qNnLb2sppVeA=&h=305&w=420&sz=17&hl=en&start=62&zoom=1&um=1&itbs=1&tbnid=oStw_FyKM0O_HM:&tbnh=91&tbnw=125&prev=/images?q%3DPerformance%26start%3D60%26um%3D1%26hl%3Den%26sa%3DN%26ndsp%3D20%26tbs%3Disch:1
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Standards for Resources for Tenant Participation

The Council is committed to providing the resources needed to support the Tenant

Partnership Agreement and the involvement activities it describes. There is a full

time Tenant Involvement Officer, whose role is actively to promote participation and

involvement. In addition, the whole Housing Division is committed to a customer

focused approach in delivering housing services. This means that other officers will

support participation and involvement, and work alongside the Tenant Involvement

Officer.

It is important that the Council achieves good value for money on behalf of the

tenants from the resources it puts into involvement. The Housing Services team will

monitor closely the relationship between costs and the benefits which come from

involvement activities.

We will regularly review our expenditure on tenant participation activities and provide

the Borough Wide Tenants Forum with an annual budget report detailing all income

and expenditure in relation to tenant participation. We will also undertake an annual

Tenant Participation Impact Assessment with tenants, which will evaluate the cost

and benefits of all involvement activities. These will be ranked using a simple

evaluation system scoring the impact of each involvement activity and a value for

money assessment. The outcomes of the impact assessment will be used to inform

the following year’s Tenant Participation Action Plan.

Financial help

All tenants groups will receive, as a minimum, the following support from the Housing

Services:

➢ Help with invitations, posters etc. for local meetings

➢ Payment of room hire if necessary

➢ Payment for specialist services (e.g. signers for British Sign  Language)

➢ Reimbursement of reasonable expenses (e.g. transport, childcare and

carers’ costs)

➢ Office facilities, including stationary, photocopying, telephone

➢ A small start up grant, if required, for constituted tenants’ groups

➢ Provision of office accommodation where facilities are available*

➢ Training costs – training needs will be identified and an annual plan

agreed by the Council. The Council will pay only for those courses

agreed within the annual training plan.
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*These office facilities will be made available for the use of all tenants living within

the local area.

The Tenant Involvement Officer will organise transport and technical help for people

who need it e.g. interpreters, signing for the deaf etc. All reasonable costs incurred

for the above, along with any carer expenses, will be met by the Council. Any

reasonable out of pocket expenses will also be considered for payment by the

Council on completion of an expenses form, which is available from the Tenant

Involvement Officer.

An annual budget will be made available for locally agreed neighbourhood

improvements. Financial systems and local consultation will be put in place to make

sure that this budget is spent wisely on projects which tenants want.

Advice, Information and Support

The Tenant Involvement Officer will;

➢ Offer and coordinate useful sources of advice (including independent

advice from organisations like Tenant Participation Advisory Service

TPAS)

➢ Work with tenants and colleagues within the Council to develop and

encourage support for local tenant networks

➢ Seek out useful sources of training and good practice from regional and

national tenant involvement organisations

➢ Send a newsletter to all tenants containing a range of useful

information, along with contact numbers for sources of further advice.

The newsletter will also give all tenants an update on issues discussed

by the Forum and any changes made as a result of feedback from

tenants.

Training and Capacity Building

Resources will be made available to provide training and capacity building for tenant

representatives and tenant groups. Grants and other sources of external support will

be explored to support the training budget. The quality of training and the benefits it

brings will be evaluated as part of the annual Tenant Participation Assessment.

A review of training needs will be undertaken annually. The Tenant Participation

Officer will work with the Borough Wide Tenants’ Forum, Community Panels and

local groups to identify training needs. Where there are training opportunities that

would benefit Councillors and staff, arrangements will be made for joint courses.

Information about the courses on offer will be given to the Borough Wide Tenants

Forum and other tenant groups.
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Standards for Meetings

The Borough Wide Tenants Forum and Community Panels will each have a written

constitution to set out how they will conduct business. A Chairperson will be elected

and will chair all meetings. An agenda with clear objectives will be set out and will be

co-ordinated by the Chairperson. Provision will be made at the end of the agenda to

allow for any other business.

Other informal or occasional meetings will elect a person to lead the meeting and will

agree the purpose of the meeting at the outset.

For all meetings an attendance sheet will be completed to ensure that a copy of

minutes, along with any other information requested, is sent to everyone attending.

At the Forum and Community Panels, the Secretary (or the Neighbourhoods &

Tenant Involvement Officer) will take minutes of the meeting and distribute these

with any other relevant documents to all concerned within an agreed timescale. The

Forums minutes will be distributed within ten days from the monthly meeting taking

place. The minutes will contain a clear action plan to deal with matters arising.

Target dates for action points will be agreed at each meeting.

Publicising meetings and making them accessible

The Forum and Community Panel members will be responsible for publicising

meetings in good time, with details to be advertised in prominent locations. Other

local and occasional meetings will be well publicised to enable as many tenants as

possible to attend. The purpose of meetings will be made clear on posters,

invitations and agendas.

The venue for any meeting should be accessible, so as to not exclude anyone for

any reason (e.g. people who are disabled or partially sighted etc.) Facilities such as

hearing loops should be made available, whenever possible. We will plan

involvement activities at times and in locations that suit tenants and leaseholders,

recognising that they are volunteers and give their time freely.

A standing invitation will be extended to all local Councillors to attend meetings in

their areas. Councillors will be invited to attend Forum meetings three times a year.

Minutes will also be circulated to local Councillors.

Fair and democratic meetings

It is important that meetings are chaired in line with the agreed Code of Conduct and

that everyone has a chance to have their say. Chairs will receive training to enable

them to be effective. The Chair will ensure the meeting is run in a democratic way

and that everyone’s views are given consideration and discussed in a fair manner.

Minutes and information will be made available.
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Standards for Information

Good quality, comprehensive and easy-to-read information is central to achieve

involvement. Information will be widely and freely available. Tenants and the Council

are committed to providing accessible information which is clear and which avoids

jargon and any form of racist, sexist or other biased language. Information will also

be available in large print, on CD, in translation, or through face-to-face discussion.

The Council will provide tenants with any information requested, so long as it is

available and its disclosure does not breach confidentiality. An ‘open government’

policy will be adopted by the Council in its provision of information to tenants.

Important documents such as the Tenants Handbook and a summary of this

Partnership Agreement will be provided for all tenants. A copy of this Partnership

Agreement will be available on request from the Council’s offices and will be

available on the Council’s website. In addition, there is a specific Tenant Web Page

on the website. Minutes of the Borough Wide Tenants Forum will be placed on the

website and will be available on request.

Key issues will be highlighted frequently in local newspapers, north talk and the

tenant’s newsletter. Policy reports relating to the Housing Service will be available to

tenants in advance of Council Board meetings. Housing Services will produce an

Induction Pack for the Tenants Forum and will produce a similar pack for Community

Panels.

Information will be timely and adequate – this means that enough time will be

allowed and enough information provided for proper consultation and participation to

take place. Notices of meetings or other events will be sent out well in advance.

During 2020/21 the Council in partnership with the Borough Wide Tenants Forum will

explore the feasibility of using social media for engaging with tenants such as

Facebook and Twitter.

Standards for Tenants Groups

A written Constitution

The Borough Wide Tenants Forum and the Community Panels have an agreed

written Constitution. This helps ensure they exercise their decision-making role

effectively. The Constitution sets out the aims, powers, membership and procedures

for meetings. A Code of Conduct is attached to the Constitution.
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Diversity and Equality Policies (including race equality policies)

All members of the Forum, Community Panels and informal Tenant Groups should

uphold equal opportunity and respect diversity. Tenant Groups should promote and

work towards the elimination of all forms of racism and discrimination and strive

towards good relations amongst all members of the community. Training needs will

be identified and offered to enable all those involved to keep up to date with the

relevant policies and legislation.

Regular Elections

Committee members and officers of the Forum and Community Panels will be

elected at the Annual General Meetings.

➢ The Forum will hold their AGM at its first meeting after 1st May. Not less

than 28 days notice will be given in writing to all existing Members.

➢ Community Panels will usually hold their AGM between 1st March and

30th April each year. Not less than 28 days notice of the AGM shall be

given in writing to Members, Tenants and Leaseholders living within the

area.

Open financial records (and annual accounts if appropriate)

A Treasurer will maintain the financial records for the Forum and each Community

Panel if necessary. Financial records will be open to audit by a local authority finance

officer.

Other tenants meetings

The Council will support informal Tenants Groups as well as the Forum and

Community Panels. Officers will work with the tenants involved in these informal

groups, agreeing the frequency and topics of meetings and assisting them in

meeting good standards of conduct.

Membership clearly open to all tenants

Membership of all tenants groups will be free and open to all tenants and

leaseholders regardless of age, gender, nationality, race, sexual orientation,

disability or religious opinions. Non-tenant residents will also be invited to attend

certain meetings. However, these residents will not be able to vote on matters

regarding housing issues.

Being effective – meeting objectives and acquiring skills to work effectively

Where the Forum and Community Panels agree objectives and Action Plans, these

will be reviewed from time to time. Tenants involved in decision-making groups

agree to develop their skills and understanding by attending the necessary training

arranged by the Council.
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Standards for Housing Services

Tenants can play an important role in the delivery and improvement of housing

services. Tenants will be consulted on an equal and open basis. Where they get

involved in developing standards and improving services, they will be seen as equal

partners with the Council’s officers and members. However, it is recognised that the

final decision rests with the Elected Members. The Council values the input of

tenants in the decision-making processes and will provide feedback where

appropriate.

Tenants will be consulted and can be involved in the decision-making process in the

following areas:

➢ Developing the Councils housing policies, Strategy and Asset

Management Plan.

➢ Renovation and maintenance improvement programmes.

➢ Budget, finance and rent setting.

➢ Management of housing services (including repairs, tenancy

management and the Council’s Letting Scheme, tenant involvement,

neighbourhood management services and customer services).

The Council’s service standards set out the standard of service you can expect to

receive from the Council as a landlord. It includes the allocation of our properties as

well as their management and maintenance. We will revise our customer promises

annually in consultation with tenants. A copy of the standards is available from the

Council offices and on our website www.northwarks.gov.uk

Comments, Compliments and Complaints

The Council’s Complaints Procedure covers all complaints relating to compliance

with the Agreement. These may be about the lack of consultation or participation.

They could include specific comments (for example, the Council changing heating

without consultation), or general (for example, the Council is not supporting

Community Panels as set out in the Agreement), or a complaint about any Tenants

Group. Publicity contained within the Tenants Handbook, and the leaflet ‘Complaints

and Compliments’ will ensure tenants are fully aware of this procedure. A report will

be made to the Forum on any complaints received and investigated. Compliments

will also be recorded and reviewed as a way of reinforcing good standards of service

across the whole Borough.

http://www.northwarks.gov.uk/
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The Tenant Partnership Agreement and Action Plan

The Agreement and Action Plan sets out the aspirations and targets for Tenant

Involvement. It is important that we monitor, evaluate and measure the success of

this Agreement. Progress will be monitored against the Action Plan’s targets and

standards, as well as by using National and Local Performance Indicators. The

Action Plan will be monitored and evaluated twice per year by the Borough Wide

Tenants Forum.

Housing Services

The performance of the Council’s Housing Services Division will be monitored by the

Borough Wide Tenants Forum.  The Tenant Scrutiny Panel is able to scrutinise

different aspects of the housing service. The findings and recommendations from the

Tenant Scrutiny Panel will be considered by the Housing Senior Management Team

and an action plan agreed. The agreed action plan will be reported to the Borough

Wide Tenants Forum. The Borough Wide Tenants Forum will be provided with

information that will enable them to monitor progress of any actions agreed in the

Service Improvement Action Plan.
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• The percentage of tenants satisfied with the overall service provided.

• The percentage of tenants satisfied with the opportunities for participation in

management and decision making.

A postal survey will be sent to a representative sample of Tenants and will include

the above indicators. A full survey will be carried out every three years in accordance

with Government guidelines and a shorter version every year. The results will be fed

back to tenants in October in the Annual Report and through our newsletters.

Local Performance Indicators - topic National Performance Indicators

Tenants Groups ➢ The number of Tenants’ Groups
recognised by the Council.

➢ The percentage of
Tenants/Leaseholders covered by
a recognised Tenant Group.

➢ The number of newly formed
Tenants’ Groups recognised by
the Council in any one year.

Support to Tenants Groups ➢ The number of tenants attending
training courses or seminars
arranged by the Council.

➢ The level of tenant satisfaction
with the training courses arranged
by the Council.

Structures and Processes ➢ The number of Tenant
Representatives on the Forum.

➢ The number of tenants getting
involved in panels, local groups
and “Talking Tenants”.

Communication ➢ The number and percentage of
Tenants responding to surveys.

➢ The number of editions of the
Tenants newsletter issued in a
year.
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In addition to the National and Local Performance Indicators listed, there are a

number of other ways in which we will monitor tenant involvement including:

➢ Monitoring and evaluating different approaches to tenant participation and

involvement using an impact assessment

➢ Monitoring and assessing the outcome of consultation and surveys to find out

whether or not change has resulted

➢ Comparing performance with other Housing organisations

➢ Having a system in place to address dissatisfaction or non-compliance with

the Agreement

➢ Monitoring all complaints relating to housing services

➢ Monitor Equal Opportunities
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A detailed Forward Work Plan will be agreed annually with The Borough Wide

Tenants Forum.  It will be regularly reviewed at Borough Wide Tenant Forum

meetings and updated to include any additional meetings or events.

The key actions for 2020/21 are:

➢ Produce two tenant newsletters focusing on the work of the Borough

Wide Tenants Forum and good news stories

➢ Organise and promote a Tenants Gardening Competition

➢ Undertake tenant meetings across the Borough, find out what is

important to tenants and take appropriate action

➢ Undertake an impact assessment to evaluate the effectiveness of

tenant participation activities

➢ The Tenant Scrutiny Panel to develop and agree an annual work plan

➢ Look at ways of encouraging more tenants to get involved; appoint new

members to the Borough Wide Tenants Forum

➢ Review the work of the Community Panels and ensure they are

working effectively and monitor their expenditure

➢ Produce an Annual Report to inform tenants of the performance of

Housing Services

➢ Review tenant participation information on the website and ensure it is

kept up to date

➢ Explore the feasibility of using social media to engage with tenants

such as Facebook and Twitter

A
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North Warwickshire Borough Council Housing Staff

Helen Parton Housing Services Manager

Telephone: 01827 719494 Email: helenhughes@northwarks.gov.uk

Julie Richardson Neighbourhoods & Tenant Involvement Officer

Telephone: 01827 719402 Email: julierichardson@northwarks.gov.uk

Angela Coates Director of Housing

Telephone 01827 719369 Email: angelacoates@northwarks.gov.uk

Roy Morning Response Repairs Manager

Telephone: 01827 719308 Email: roymorning@northwarks.gov.uk

Geoff Joseph Planned Investment Manager

Telephone: 01827 719281 Email: geoffjoseph@northwarks.gov.uk

Shirley Gilbert Performance & Quality Officer

Telephone: 01827 719211 Email: shirleygilbert@northwarks.gov.uk

Caroline Morris Tenancy & Neighbourhood Services Manager

Telephone: 01827 719351 Email: carolinemorris@northwarks.gov.uk

Mandy Rashid Housing Options & Lettings Team Leader

Telephone: 01827 719313 Email: mandyrashid@northwarks.gov.uk

One Stop Shop – Customer Contact Centre

Telephone: 01827 715341 Email: customerservices@northwarks.gov.uk

Repairs

Telephone: 01827 715341 Email: housingrepairs@northwarks.gov.uk

mailto:helenhughes@northwarks.gov.uk
mailto:julierichardson@northwarks.gov.uk
mailto:angelacoates@northwarks.gov.uk
mailto:martynjuggins@northwarks.gov.uk
mailto:geoffjoseph@northwarks.gov.uk
mailto:shirleygilbert@northwarks.gov.uk
mailto:carolinemorris@northwarks.gov.uk
mailto:mandyrashid@northwarks.gov.uk
mailto:customerservices@northwarks.gov.uk
mailto:housingrepairs@northwarks.gov.uk
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Borough Wide Tenants Forum Members

Chair - Mr Roger Price

Email: tenantparticipation@northwarks.gov.uk

Vice Chair - Mr John Holt

Treasurer - Mrs Vera Robinson

Secretary - Mr Gerry Brough

mailto:tenantparticipation@northwarks.gov.uk
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Action Plan Summary of action to be taken - should be SMART-
specific, measurable, action–orientated, realistic and
time-bound

Allocations Process of allocating empty properties

Board A Council Board of Borough Councillors that
determines policy for the local authority

Borough Wide Tenants
Forum

Forum made up of tenant representatives of local
groups and individual tenants

Community Panel A local group for tenants and other residents working to
improve housing services and other community
priorities

Customer Involvement
Strategy

A strategy setting out the way the Council’s Housing
Service will meet its objectives to offer customer-
focused services and good opportunities for tenant
involvement

Decent Homes A standard set out by the government for homes owned
by councils and housing associations – includes
standards for the outside of buildings (wind and
weather proof), for warmth and insulation, and for
reasonably modern kitchen and bathrooms

Environmental Works Works carried out to improve the environment or
neighbourhood

Housing Policy An agreed method of achieving the objectives of the
Council in relation to the provision of its housing service
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Housing Strategy Document produced by the Borough Council outlining
the strategy it will undertake to meet housing need in
North Warwickshire

Impact Assessment Evaluations of the outcomes from tenant participation
activities undertaken

Improvement
Programme

Works carried out to council homes to bring them up to
modern standards (e.g. bathroom or kitchen
replacement)

Leaseholder A person who has purchased the lease of a former
council dwelling (usually a flat)

Lettings See “Allocations”

Local Tenant Group Informal group of tenants

Mystery Shopping A method of testing the quality of services whereby an
individual (for example, an existing customer, or an
independent person) will ask for information, or test out
the process of reporting a repair or visit
neighbourhoods to examine caretaking standards – to
see how well services are being delivered

Neighbourhood Services
or Wardens

A service introduced by the Council in 2006/7 to offer a
responsive local service around our neighbourhoods

“North Talk” The regular North Warwickshire Borough Council
newsletter sent to all households in the Borough

Performance Plan Document outlining performance standards to be
achieved by the Council (published annually)

Scrutiny A detailed study of an activity or service area
undertaken by an independent group of tenants

Sheltered Housing Housing provided specifically for those with special
needs because of age or disability
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Stakeholder Individual or organisation with an interest in a particular
service (e.g. tenants, contractors, staff, councillors)

Stock Condition Survey A survey of the Council’s properties undertaken every
five years to assess the condition. This informs the
Council’s capital programme for improvements

Task and Finish Group A group of tenants and nominated members of the
Borough Wide Tenants Forum used for one off pieces
of work about a particular aspect of the service

Tenancy Agreement A legal agreement between a landlord and tenant
setting out the obligations of both parties

Tenant Association A group of tenants who have decided to adopt a formal
constitution and form an association

Tenant Champions Individual tenants selected from the Borough Wide
Tenants Forum or Community Panels with a particular
interest in or knowledge about an aspect of the housing
service – they will work with staff and councillors on
working groups and represent the interests of tenants
on that particular topic

Tenant Partnership
Agreement

Agreement between the Council and its tenants
describing how tenants will be involved in the decision-
making processes affecting the delivery of the housing
service

Tenant Partnership
Advisory Service

TPAS is a not for profit membership organisation that
provides information, consultancy, training and
conferences on all aspects of involving tenants in their
housing management

Tenants Link Newsletter published by Housing Services together with
an Editorial Panel of tenants distributed to all tenants

Void Empty property awaiting allocation to new tenant



This document is available in other formats on request

can contribute to their community.

that our neighbourhoods are places where people choose to live and 
Forum are committed to working in partnership with tenants to ensure 
North Warwickshire Borough Council and the Borough Wide Tenants 

Website: www.northwarks.gov.uk

The Council House, South Street, Atherstone, Warwickshire, CV9 1DE

Write to: North Warwickshire Borough Council,

Out of Hours Emergency Repairs Telephone: 01926 831341 

Telephone: 01827 715341

Email: housingservices@northwarks.gov.uk

CONTACT US

mailto:housingservices@northwarks.gov.uk
http://www.northwarks.gov.uk/
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